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Cuddle Mattress is packed in three plastic vacuum bags. 
Take them out of the box, unfold them a little bit and open 
the plastic bag from zipper side.

Let the compressed modules expand and leave them for 2-3 
hours to get back to their original size.

Note: You can reuse the vacuum bags to store your compac-
table stuff like pillows, towels and cloths!

Small module

Medium module

Large module

Cuddle Mattress is made of 14 modules in 3 different sizes
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The outer cover at this point has wrinkles because it has 
been under pressure for long time. You can steam iron them 
with medium temperature to remove the wrinkles and also 
help the memory-gel foam expand faster. You can iron all 
sides or only visible surfaces. 

Each module has a firm side and a soft 
side. You can flip any of them to customize 
the feel of your mattress. The soft side is 
indicated by a single dot  on both end caps 
of each module.

Place all the modules temporarily on the floor or your bed in 
this arrangement and try both soft and firm sides or mix and 
match to find the perfect firmness based on your body zones. 
Make sure you keep the arrangement of the modules as this 
picture!  
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Now start assembling by putting the large module in the 
middle of an open area, where you have enough room for 
the whole mattress. Insert part A to the holes in the large module.
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Slide two medium modules on both ends. Make sure you 
add on the modules in the same position and direction as 
you customized for yourself in step 7    

Screw parts B and C to both ends of the part A which is now 
inside the large module.
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Slide five small modules on each end. Again make sure you 
add them on, in the same order and direction as you did in 
step 7 

Slide the last medium module  on the head end.  Assembled 
mattress is couple of inches longer than the metal structure 
so you have enough space to adjust the tightness of the 
modules.

Insert part D (wooden structure) from both ends, up to the 
center of the connection piece. Countersunk holes on part D 
should be positioned as this picture and facing toward the 
front (Cuddle Mattress logo side is front side).

Take the metal structure connection and the two wooden 
pieces.
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Align the screw holes on part D with the holes 
on metal connection part and use small screws 
in the box to connect all parts together. Make 
sure you put the logo side of the metal connec-
tion on a soft surface, so you don't scratch the 
logo of the metal.

Place the  wooden part on the foot side of the 
mattress and align its holes with the holes on the mattress. 
Now bolt it on the mattress structure using

. 

assembled

 two flat head 
connection bolts and the allen wrench

Bed frame

Midbeam

Plywood
Board

Underlay

Cuddle Mattress

Mattress Foundation Requirements:
Cuddle Mattress should be used only on top of a solid flat 
surface, like foam mattress flat bed foundation. If you use 
your regular box spring or bed frame with slats, it is needed 
to cover them with a solid flat surface. You can make such a 
foundation by placing a piece of smooth and clean plywood 
on top of box spring or bed slats. Then cover the plywood 
with Cuddle Mattress Underlay or a blanket (we recommend 
to use Cuddle Mattress Underlay for better result).
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For the head side of the mattress use the other two connec-
tion bolts and metal washers. 
The wooden structure is designed to hold the small modules 
in place at the end of the mattress if you use box spring, 
mattress foundation or bedframe with short footer or no 
footer. In case you have a long bed footer and the end of 
mattress won’t be exposed, you can use two extra metal 
washers in the box to replace the wooden structure.



3-4 inches gap

No gap

Cuddle Mattress is slightly shorter than regular mattresses. 
Push the mattress against the footer side of your bed frame. 
This makes 3-4 inches space between the Cuddle Mattress 
and header which helps you place your arm and shoulder in 
between the slats without any resistence. Cover the Mattress with Cuddle Mattress stretch fitted sheet.

Now you can start using your Cuddle Mattress. Slide your 
arm and shoulder in between any of header slats which you 
feel comfortable. The key is to push your shoulder all the 
way down in between the slats until it stays straight with no 
body wight on it. If you try this position and your shoulder is 
still bent or under pressure, try again until your shoulder 
stays as this picture.
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For more information please visit 
f you need additional assistance or have any questions,

please email our customer support team at
 support@cuddle-mattress.com

www.cuddle-mattress.com
I
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